
TUC general secretary Frances O’Grady said the 
Conservative’s plans “will make it almost impos-
sible for unions to call a legal strike”.

Len McCluskey, general secretary of the Unite 
general union, said: “The Tories’ proposed crack-
down on trade union rights is an attempt to turn the 
clock back to the era of Margaret Thatcher and her 
union-smashing agenda.

“The fact is that trade unions in the UK already face 
some of the most restrictive laws in Europe. 

“If David Cameron wants to increase participation 
in ballots then he should join us in demanding the 
right to secure online voting and the ability for 
workers to vote in their workplaces.” 

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/manifesto2015/ConservativeManifesto2015.pdf

http://www.tuc.org.uk/industrial-issues/conservative-ballot-proposals-will-effectively-
outlaw-strike-action-says-tuc

www.unitetheunion.org/news/crackdown-on-union-ballots-a-return-to-the-thatcher-era-
says-unite/

Inequalities among 
ethnic minority people
Low pay and employment inequalities among 
ethnic minority employees and the role of oc-
cupational choices is the focus of a new study 
from the anti-poverty campaigners, the Joseph 
Rowntree Foundation.

More union bashing 
from Tories if they win
The Conservative Party's election manifesto prom-
ises more attacks on trade union rights. 

The manifesto says: “Strikes should only ever be 
the result of a clear, positive decision based on 
a ballot in which at least half the workforce has 
voted. This turnout threshold will be an important 
and fair step to rebalance the interests of employ-
ers, employees, the public and the rights of trade 
unions. We will, in addition, tackle the dispro-
portionate impact of strikes in essential public 
services by introducing a tougher threshold in 
health, education, fire and transport.

"Industrial action in these essential services would 
require the support of at least 40 per cent of all 
those entitled to take part in strike ballots — as well 
as a majority of those who actually turn out to vote. 
We will also repeal nonsensical restrictions ban-
ning employers from hiring agency staff to provide 
essential cover during strikes; and ensure strikes 
cannot be called on the basis of ballots conducted 
years before. We will tackle intimidation of non-
striking workers; legislate to ensure trade unions 
use a transparent opt-in process for union subscrip-
tions; tighten the rules around taxpayer-funded 
paid ‘facility time’ for union representatives; and 
reform the role of the Certification Officer.”
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The study, The effect of occupation on poverty 
among ethnic minority groups, examined over 
80 occupations to pinpoint where problems are 
most acute.

Ethnic minority groups were generally over-rep-
resented in more routine forms of work and also 
tended to be the lowest paid within such employ-
ment. They were therefore likely to be the lowest 
paid in the lowest-paid types of position. 

The study found that ethnic minority workers were 
more likely than white employees to receive less 
than the Living Wage — the present rate is £7.85 
an hour and £9.15 in London. Pakistani and Bang-
ladeshi workers were more likely than any other 
ethnic group to receive less than the Living Wage 
in all types of employment.

For instance, while about half (49%) of white em-
ployees in semi-routine occupations received less 
than the Living Wage, this figure rose to nearly 60% 
for Pakistanis and almost three-quarters (73%) for 
Bangladeshis.

Although the wage gap relative to white employees 
was limited within occupations, it was significantly 
higher across employment sectors, implying that 
ethnic minority employees tend to be concentrated 
in low-paying occupations.

The study of over 80 occupations found an over-
representation by ethnic minority employees in 
low-paid occupations, such as sales, catering, el-
ementary personal services, hairdressing, textiles 
and clothing.

There was an over-representation in types of work 
marked by wage inequality, for example elemen-
tary goods storage, assemblers and process opera-
tives, and to a lesser extent professional posts in 
teaching and the health sector).

On the downside, there was under-representation 
in occupations where wages actually favour ethnic 
minority employees for example clerical, secre-
tarial work, cashiers, some communications work, 
buyers and brokers’ agents.

And there was under-representation in well-paid 
and reasonably well-paid occupations, such as 
metalworking and chemical operatives, printing, 
building, plant and machine operatives, security 
and protective services.

Considerable movement in and out of low pay 
occurred over even a short time period, but move-

ment into low pay was more common among virtu-
ally all ethnic minority groups than for the white 
British majority.

While ethnic minority employees suffered a wage 
gap relative to white workers, this was far less of a 
problem for ethnic minority women than for men. 
There was therefore no significant reinforcement 
of ethnic and gender wage inequality.

Failure of education among ethnic minority groups 
was not a cause of poverty among ethnic minority 
employees, who tended to have slightly higher 
educational qualifications than the white majority 
and were as likely as the latter to work in graduate 
professions. However, ethnic minority employees 
were more likely to be overqualified for the work 
they were doing, the researchers said.

Improving minority ethnic workers’ access to bet-
ter-paying occupations is not straightforward. 

Useful initiatives might include better schools 
careers services information on employment 
prospects, role models for entry into particular 
sectors, and provision to ensure that ethnic minor-
ity employees can benefit from vocational training 
equally with white workers. However, demand also 
needs to be influenced and tackled. 

Problems in specific occupations could be ad-
dressed through analysing recruitment procedures 
as well as through negotiation with employers of-
fering such work, to identify issues and possible 
actions to overcome them.

www.jrf.org.uk/sites/files/jrf/occupation-poverty-ethnic-minority-full.pdf

Factory output slows at 
start of 2015
Manufacturing output appears to be faltering in the 
early months of 2015, official figures suggest.

Factory output was up by just 0.1% compared with 
the previous three-month period. That was down 
on the 0.3% rise in the three-month period ending 
January 2015, which was revised down from 0.4%. 

There were increases in output of 2.6% in the elec-
trical equipment sub-sector and 2.5% in chemical 
and chemical products. However, there was a 
contraction of 5.4% in machinery and equipment 
not classified elsewhere and 1.6% in other manu-
facturing and repair.
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Manufacturing output was up by 1.8% on the same 
three-month period a year ago — down from the 
2.5% growth in January on a year earlier.

The more volatile monthly figures showed growth 
of 0.4% in February on the previous month. 

The wider measure of industrial output (manu-
facturing, mining and utilities) saw a contraction 
of 0.2% in the three months to February, but 0.7% 
growth on the same period a year earlier.

In the three months to February, production and 
manufacturing were 10.4% and 4.9% respectively 
below their figures reached in the pre-downturn 
GDP peak of the first quarter of 2008.

www.ons.gov.uk/ons/dcp171778_400895.pdf

Ambulance staff are 
stressed out
Long hours, staff shortages and the mental demands 
of the job are placing an enormous burden on am-
bulance workers, according to a new survey.

The survey by public service union UNISON of 
almost 3,000 ambulance workers found that nine 
in 10 are suffering from stress, with 38% saying 
they’ve had to take time off sick as a result, and 
a quarter (25%) admitting they’ve been close to 
doing so.

Almost three in five (55%) admitted they did not tell 
their employer the reason they were off sick. Only 
6% said they would talk to a manager or supervi-
sor for help.

The most common cause of stress cited was 
long hours, cited by almost three-quarters of re-
spondents (71%). Staff shortages (65%), a target-
orientated culture (52%), the mental and physical 
demands of the job (45% and 40%), and bullying 
or harassment (25%) were also factors.

One paramedic told how hospital closures meant 
staff now have to drive hundreds of miles every day. 
He said: “Too few ambulances, missed meals and 
16- or 17-hour shifts would stress anyone.”

Another ambulance worker who has not taken a 
day off sick in 10 years said he was about to “ex-
plode”. Others described being tearful, suffering 
with migraines, post-traumatic stress disorder and 
feeling exhausted.

Christina McAnea, head of health at UNISON, 
said: “Working in emergency services is stressful 
but the pressure on ambulance staff is reaching 
dangerously high levels. It is unacceptable that 
the current system doesn’t allow for proper breaks 
between shifts.

 “The pressure on workers is mounting and the ap-
parent lack of support from their employers means 
they are suffering in silence. Year after year the 
levels of stress remain unacceptably high and yet 
neither employers nor the government have done 
anything to address this. It is no wonder areas such 
as London are now having to go to the other side 
of the world to recruit paramedics.”

Fact Service (issue 10) reported on the launch 
by mental health charity Mind of its Blue Light 
Programme to support stressed-out emergency 
services staff and volunteers across ambulance, 
police, fire and search and rescue. 

Emma Mamo, head of workplace wellbeing at 
Mind, responding to the UNISON survey, said: 
“Our ambulance workers play a vital role in society 
and do an incredibly challenging role, day in, day 
out. When times get tough it’s vital that there are 
measures in place to support them.

“But the high amount of respondents experienc-
ing stress, stress-related sickness absence, and 
considering leaving their jobs because of the pres-
sure all indicate that there isn’t currently enough 
support to help our paramedics stay well.”

http://www.unison.org.uk/news/unison-survey-reveals-scale-of-secret-stress-among-
ambulance-workers

http://www.mind.org.uk/news-campaigns/news/mind-responds-to-unison-survey-of-
ambulance-personnel

Inflation dips under 1%
Cheaper clothing contributed to be the slowdown 
in the rate of inflation, official figures show. 

In March, the annual rate of inflation — as meas-
ured by the Retail Prices Index (RPI) — was down 
to 0.9% from 1.0% the previous month, according 
to the Office for National Statistics. RPI inflation is 
now at its lowest rate since November 2009 when 
inflation was 0.3%.

Under the Consumer Prices Index CPI, inflation 
remained at zero — 0.0% — in March, its lowest 
level since official records were first published in 
January 1997 and estimates of the measure began 
in 1988.
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Price inflation

% increase on a year earlier

RPI RPI RPIX1 CPI

Jan 
1987=100

2014

March 254.8 2.5 2.5 1.6

April 255.7 2.5 2.6 1.8

May 255.9 2.4 2.5 1.5

June 256.3 2.6 2.7 1.9

July 256.0 2.5 2.6 1.6

August 257.0 2.4 2.5 1.5

September 257.6 2.3 2.3 1.2

October 257.7 2.3 2.4 1.3

November 257.1 2.0 2.0 1.0

December 257.5 1.6 1.7 0.5

2015

January 255.4 1.1 1.2 0.3

February 256.7 1.0 1.0 0.0

March 257.1 0.9 0.9 0.0

1 RPI except mortgage interest payments

Inflation might be heading down, but nine of the 
14 groups used to calculate the RPI increased by 
more than the overall rise of 0.9%.

The clothing and footwear group had the largest 
downward influence on the RPI in March as wom-
en’s clothing prices rose by less than a year ago. 
Nevertheless, the annual rate of inflation for this 
group was 7.5% in March — 6.6 percentage points 
above the overall rise of 0.9%.

The fares and other travel costs group had a small 
upward effect and “other travel costs”, particularly 
air fares, rose by 5.8% against a 4.8% rise for the 
group as a whole. Rail fares rose by 2.8% and bus 
and coach fares by 3.6%.

The 1.7% overall fall in the leisure goods group 
included an 11.8% fall in the price of audio-visual 
equipment. 

Food prices had the small upward effect on the 
inflation rate, but the overall fall for the group 
was 2.8%. %, Sugar and preserves were down by 
13.0%, eggs by 12.0%, potatoes by 8.2% and bread 
by 6.0%.  

The fuel and light group posted a 4.1% fall largely as 
a result of a 23.5% decrease in oil and other fuels. 

The motoring group’s fall of 4.9% included a 13.4% 
fall in petrol and oil.

More than 0.9% % Less than 0.9% %

Clothing & footwear 7.5 Personal goods & services 0.7

Tobacco 7.4 Leisure goods -1.7

Fares etc 4.8 Food -2.8

Housing 3.3 Fuel & light -4.1

Household services 2.9 Motoring expenditure -4.9

Leisure services 2.4

Catering 1.7

Household goods 1.4

Alcoholic drink 1.0
 

www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/cpi/consumer-price-indices/march-2015/index.html

Pension changes
A number of changes to pension regime came into 
effect on 6 April.

Individuals over the age of 55 now have access to 
their defined contribution (DC) pension savings in 
full. Employees can take their savings as cash, enter 
drawdown or purchase an annuity. The tax-free lump 
sum of up to 25% of a fund will remain available, with 
any remaining amount taxed as income.

The government guidance guarantee service Pen-
sion Wise is up and running and members of DC 
schemes now have access to free and impartial 
guidance on their approach to retirement. 

Transfers from defined benefit (DB) schemes 
to DC schemes will continue to be allowed, but 
will exclude pensions that are already in pay-
ment. Transfers from DB to DC schemes will be 
restricted for members of unfunded public sector 
schemes, although they may be allowed to transfer 
in limited circumstances.

An income tax exemption for payments made for 
advice on transfers out of DB schemes to DC has 
also been introduced. If an individual dies before 
the age of 75, they can now pass on their unused 
DC pension pot free of income tax. 

Beneficiaries of individuals who die under the age 
of 75 with a joint life or guaranteed annuity can now 
receive any future payments from such policies 
free of income tax.

The basic state pension for a single person in-
creased by £2.95 a week to £115.95.

www.employeebenefits.co.uk/compliance/legislation-and-tax-changes-that-took-ef-
fect-from-6-april-2015/106501.article
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